July 2018 Newsletter
Special Vacations – Special Prices
Short Stay - 2-Night & 3-Night Vacations
Recently the US Government have made it at least very difficult for adult entertainers to
advertise and therefore difficult for folks seeking some companionship to locate an entertainer.
I have decided to help by adding a 2-Night and 3-Night vacation packages. These packages
were not available before this change. If the sale is successful, I will consider adding them to
my list of available vacations.
The Dominican Republic requires that airlines include the Tourist Card ($10US) in the price of
the airfare. All vacations are ALL-INCLUSIVE.
The special prices on our short stay vacations are a big hit with potential guests. Although quite
a few guests choose a longer vacation.
The short vacation prices are straight up, however many guests choose longer vacations. The
tendency for longer vacations is why I never offered them in the first place. However, I wanted
to give some potential guest a inexpensive vacation option.

Craigslist, Backpage and Cracker
It appears that a US entertainer could advertise in NowToronto or BedPage.

Our Companions – A Romantic Experience
Our companions are not what you would call professionals. The companions are girls who like
sex and enjoy meeting new people. Especially gentlemen who are fun loving and know how to
treat a lady respectfully. Over the years, I have had upwards of 14 guests inquire about how
start the procedure to marry the girl they were with on our vacation. I do not like to lose good
companions this way, however, I also know how to treat a companion respectfully and let nature
take its course. Some of our companions are more experimental in bed and other companions
are more conservative. If she is having fun, your fun will follow.
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Payments Method
Periastron has signed an agreement with a Florida vacation real estate advisory company to
collect our booking deposits. The reason I am restating our payments agreement is that one of
the two payments processors we previously used has been hit with a half a billion-dollar fraud.
The fact is that their feeble attempts to protect their clients were often fatal to our legitimate
attempt to conduct business. In short, if you can pay any vendor online, you can remit our
deposit. Before we request any payment, we must have vacation dates, verified flights, and
companion(s) selected and availability verified. Once paid a Booking Deposit is not refundable.
However if a guest is straight up with me I will work something. I am simply asking is for a
guest to notify me in advance about the need to postpone the vacation and I will apply to
deposit to a subsequently scheduled vacation. Losing nothing is best I can do for a guest.

Data Protection Policy
There is a lot of concern these about web user privacy. We need very little identifiable
information. We do need the name on your airline ticket that must be the same as the passport
name in order to board a flight. This is so we can get airline assistance in locating a guest at the
airport. We have successfully met up with a guest that not only failed to arrive on a stated
flight, but also flew on a different airline. Our goal is to provide vacations. To do that we need
guests. The booking deposit is just a means to ensure a guest travels as planned.

No Tipping Policy
Our no tipping policy applies only to the companions. If my hotel staff have done a good job as
I am sure they will, please consider the usual gratuity for persons employed in the hospitality
industry.

